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Appendix C. Research Support Index
Analog Devices, Inc. 247-251, 263
ATET Bell Foundation 67-74, 228-229
Battelle Laboratories 254
Canada, Natural Science and Engineering
Research Council 234
Canada, Bell Northern 229-230
Canada, Fonds pour la Formation de
Chercheurs et L'Aide a la
Recherche 229-230
Center for Advanced Television
Studies 213-214, 235-238
Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) 26, 29-31, 33,
85-88, 236-238, 258-265
Digital Equipment Corporation 203-205,
262-263
Draper (Charles Stark) Laboratory 26,
31-32, 54-55, 64, 119-123, 252-253
Friedman (Francis L.) Chair 143
Hampshire Instruments Corporation 9
International Business Machines, Inc. 24-26,
32, 143, 181 -187, 247-251, 262
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 210-211
Johnson and Johnson Company 291-300
Joint Services Electronics Program (JSEP)
7-8, 10-18, 25, 35, 39-41, 43-45, 47-48,
51, 53-55, 57-58, 61-74, 91-95, 97-103,
105-109, 111, 113-114, 119-123, 129-131,
136-140, 181-187, 247-251
KMS Fusion, Inc. 19
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
76-78, 155-158
Le Bel (C.J.) Fellowship 275-282
Maryland Procurement Office 239-241
Massachusetts General Hospital 74-76
MIT Energy Laboratory, Synthetic Fuels
Center 35-37
Mitsui Career Development Award 24
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
19, 187-192, 195-200, 210-211
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Goddard Space Flight Center 211-212,
214-215
National Institutes of Health 74-76, 275-282,
285-287, 291-300
National Science Foundation 7-8, 10-12, 17-18,
23, 35-37, 53-56, 61-73, 86-88, 119-123,
125-128, 131-138, 140-142, 155-166,
181-187, 209-210, 223-232, 234, 239-241,
253-258, 262-263, 285-287
Nippon Telegraph and Telephone, Inc.
26
OKI Semiconductor, Inc. 231-232, 251-252
Petroleum Research Fund 35-37
Rockwell International Corporation 251-252
Sanders Associates, Inc. 230-233
Schlumberger-Doll Research 181-187
Semiconductor Research Corporation 9, 25
Simulation Technologies, Inc. 195-200
SM Systems and Research, Inc. 212
Tel Aviv University 232-234
U.S. Air Force - Office of Scientific Research
12-15, 18, 23-24, 33, 65-74, 119-123, 155-158,
200-203, 228, 245-251
U.S. Air Force - Rome Air Development Center
119-123, 200-203
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers - Waterways
Experimental Station 195-200
U.S. Army - Harry Diamond Laboratories 155-158
U.S. Army Research Office, Durham NC 29-32,
181-187, 241-244
U.S. Department of Energy 158-178
U.S. Naval Research Lab 85-87
U.S. Navy - Naval Electronic Systems
Command 29-31,275-282
U.S. Navy - Office of Naval Research 43-45,
74-76, 136-140, 155-158, 181-187, 193-195,
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